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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all beings Ascend into Higher Consciousness for the infinite benefit of all! 
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Please ensure that before you begin this Volume One ebook you: 

1) Have completed ‘Pathway To Light’ Volume Eight - The Grey Smoke.
OR
Have completed ‘The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light’ Volume Four - Crystal 
Transcension.

2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 3 months from the completion of Crystal 
Transcension or The Grey Smoke.

3) Have activated (unlocked) The Gateway energies and attunements using the activation code 
& instructions on the next page.

4) Have (optionally) completed Golden Gaige Synchronicity & Maitrijusha Gold Eternity 
(Treasure Chests in Pathway To Light Volume 8 - The Grey Smoke). 
OR 
Have (optionally) completed Golden Gaige Synchronicity (Treasure Chest in Transcending 
The Light - Volume 4 - Crystal Transcension). 

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Ascended Pathway journey! 

If you have not already done so, please feel free to do any or all of the following  
in order to help you on your Ascension Pathway journey:

• Sign up for free Ascension Healing 

• Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook page

• Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
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Activating (Unlocking) The Gateway Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful ascension energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, you will then 
be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies and practices. After this, you are now ready to 
begin opening up and receiving these beautiful ascension energies! May you enjoy these with much 
love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to  
activate the energies of The Gateway.  

With the unique activation code 33722148 may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings.  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Foreword: 
It is with much love, light & gratitude that we welcome you 
here to this beautiful ‘Ascended Pathway’ and to the Blue 
Light Series of energies. After what has now been a number 
of years of healing work, purification and a very significant 
amount of energetic upgrading, you have now arrived at this 
most wonderful ‘gateway’ into ‘The New Love Consciousness’.

For those of you who have come to this point through the 
Pathway To Light series of energies, we welcome you here 
with love. After your elemental upgrades, you have now 
arrived at this entrance point to The New Love Consciousness 
and we again wish to welcome you into this new ascended 
pathway for the benefit of all.

For those of you who have just completed your Crystal 
Transcension through The Unified Pathway To Light, we also 
welcome you here with love. The Unified Pathway To Light 
journey has been a truly wonderful foundation for this new 
ascended pathway and we wish you much love & success on 
this beautiful arrival into The New Love Consciousness!

For all of you reading, let us start here by expressing our deepest gratitude for the journey you have 
walked to date and let us bow down to this tremendous healing work with much love in our hearts! 
Your Ascension Pathway has no doubt come with many challenges, hardship, purification, healing 
and difficult life circumstances however please know that all of this has been divinely designed to 
help you grow and expand into this one-ness vibration. As you reach this Ascended Pathway, you can 
now be showered in many energetic treasures, divine blessings and infinite love for the benefit of 
all! 

So far, you will have noticed that we have continually been speaking about ascending into The New 
Love Consciousness and we have consistently been using the term ‘ascension’ to describe the 
energetic uplifts and upgrades that you have been experiencing thus far.

As we move into these Blue Light energies though, you will notice here that we will be starting to 
talk about an ‘ascended’ pathway and it is important for us to point out here that there is indeed a 
subtle but very important distinction between these terms.

For example, Blue Light - An ‘Ascended’ Pathway To Faith And Higher Consciousness offers you the truly 
profound opportunity to be ‘birthed’ into The New Love Consciousness. As such, through these Blue 
Light energies, you will now ‘ascend’ into The New Love Consciousness. Congratulations!

As it was explained to Marty and Gerry, the Ascension Pathways ( either Pathway To Light or The 
Unified Pathway) have helped you to lay the very important foundations so that you can now be 
officially welcomed into The New Love Consciousness through the Ascended Pathway. This is a most 
wonderful achievement and it is with much love in our hearts that we say another big 
congratulations to you on making it this far. And of course, we would like you to know that there are 
still many, many precious treasures to receive on the journey that lies ahead!
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Upcoming A.E.I. Retreats 
Fast-Track Your Ascension Pathway

Having reached this first volume of the Blue Light Series, we wish to 
introduce the optional fast-tracking opportunities that are available for  

The Ascended Pathway.  

As organising an AEI Retreat requires much planning in advance, we lovingly 
suggest that you have a look through the AEI Retreats that are available for 

The Ascended Pathway (shown below) and then begin any preparations 
should you wish to fast-track any of these ebooks. 

Ebooks that can be Fast-Tracked Through  
A.E.I. Retreats On The Ascended Pathway

• Blue Light Volume 3

• A Blue Beginning

• The Orange Pentalight

• The Purple Priah

For more information about how to start planning for these retreats, we 
lovingly refer you to the A.E.I Retreat webpage where you can download 

your free AEI Retreat handbook, look through the AEI Retreat Tables and find 
out more detailed information about the overall AEI Retreat process.

We hope that these beautiful AEI Retreat offerings will help you to accelerate 
your Ascension Pathway and guide you towards infinite states of love, 
happiness and joy in your life. We also hope that should you choose to 

complete an AEI Retreat, that you will enjoy planning for this as you set out 
your ideas and plans for visiting a Maitri Centre in the future. 

May all beings attain freedom and liberation!

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/aei-retreats.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/aei-retreats.html
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Get The Most Current Version Of ‘The Gateway’ Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, therefore before you 
begin, and periodically throughout your attunements if you wish, please visit our website to check 
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An Overview Of The ‘Ascended’ Pathway: 
Having now moved through many ebooks already, you will know that we always like to 
provide a nice ‘big picture’ overview of the journey that lies ahead. For example, 
throughout your Ascension Pathway, we were able to provide you with a full table of each 
step that lay ahead of you as well as the approximate completion timeframes for each of 
these steps.  

For the Ascended Pathway then, we are also happy to share this important 
information however in the interests of doing this in the most effective way possible, 
we kindly ask that you please refer to our Ascended Pathway webpage which will be 
updated with all relevant information and ebooks that become available. 

The reason for this slight change in approach is that the Ascended Pathway is constantly being 
updated and added to and is therefore constantly evolving. It seems that we are always moving 
through new energies, receiving new teachings and understandings and we feel that it is very 
important to continually update and reflect this in our ebooks and on our website.

Therefore, it is with much love in our hearts that we always update our Ascended Pathway webpage 
as best we can so that we can include and provide an up to date snapshot of the Ascended Pathway 
that lies ahead at any given time. We have been told by Higher Consciousness that there are still 
many, many more energies to come on our journey into a full awakening so we expect this process 
to be ongoing as this planet continues to evolve into Higher Consciousness.

So here, in this short overview section, rather than providing you with a full list of the teachings 
that lie ahead (which you can find on the Ascended Pathway webpage) we would like to provide you 
with some overall context and understanding about the general nature of the Ascended Pathway as 
we start to discuss the vibrational steps being taken as part of this beautiful ‘ascended’ journey.

To start with then, when Marty & Gerry were starting out on their Blue Light journey, Gerry saw the 
new Ascended Pathway as a very, very steep upward slope. It was almost like the Ascension 
Pathways, whilst being very powerful and significant in their vibration, were like climbing a soft and 
gently sloping hill. When Gerry saw the slope of the Ascended Pathway then, it was very noticeable 
that the gradient of the incline was now being increased very, very dramatically.  

In other words, the steps upward for the Ascended Pathway will now be far more significant and can 
help to bring about much more vibrational uplift in a shorter period of time (the uplift of course is 
often heightened and enhanced by the types of intentions we set along the way i.e. intentions that 
are steeped in love & purity e.g. to bring freedom and liberation to all). 

When starting out on this Ascended Pathway, the energetic steps being taken through the Blue 
Light Series are indeed very important. Throughout this time, the Blue Light energies will be helping 
you to enter, reach and be officially welcomed into the vibration of The New Love Consciousness. 
And from here, let us assure you that the vibrational magic can now unfold! 

The Blue Light Series then becomes a very significant and vibrationally enriching step forward on 
your ascended journey and after so many years of hard work, this is a truly a wonderful 
accomplishment as you are officially welcomed with open arms into this new vibration of love! 
From here, you are now able to move very quickly upward into very significant vibrations as you can 
see from the Love Inspiration Ascension Staircase diagram on the following page. 
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As you can see from this Ascension Staircase, once you have been birthed into this new vibration, 
the energetic steps upwards are of paramount importance. And of course, these very significant 
steps are only made possible through the building of a very solid energetic foundation through the 
Ascension Pathways and through the Blue Light teachings.

Looking at this in another way, it seems that by being officially birthed into The New Love 
Consciousness helps to open up many divine doorways which can lead us very quickly into many 
beautiful higher realms of consciousness. And this is now the point where you can really start to 
enjoy the karmic fruits from all of the hard healing work that has been done up until this point.   

And as we continue to progress into these higher levels, we will be sure to provide you with all of 
the additional information about these beautiful and ever-loving steps forward as you reach into 
many higher dimensions of love, truth and peace for the infinite benefit of all. 

For now though, we are very happy to share this uplifting and important information here in this 
short overview so that you can see that there are still many precious and very significant energies 
that await you on your Ascended Pathway. We hope that this helps to inspire you towards 
completing the Blue Light as you continue moving forwards into these truly delicious vibrations of 
one-ness, love & purity.

And as we enter into this Ascended Pathway, let us again take this opportunity to reiterate the 
importance and significance of working with an altruistic intention, both in your practices and in all 
areas of your life. For many of you, working with this altruistic intention through your practices has 
most likely become very natural, however here, as part of the Ascended Pathway, we wish to 
lovingly remind you about the importance of cultivating these same kinds of intentions as you go 
about your daily life.  

For example, one of the best ways to continually accrue positive and enriching karmic merits in your 
daily life is to simply share love and loving kindness wherever possible. This can help to accelerate 
and add fuel to your Ascended Pathway and can be as simple as smiling, sharing a complement,  
picking up rubbish, listening to someone with empathy or actively helping someone who is in need.

By doing these loving and kind actions in our daily life, we are more easily able to ascend into higher 
consciousness as we more deeply understand that both our practices AND our daily routines are very 
important opportunities to gain the precious karmic merits that are the cornerstone of our own 
ascension pathway towards healing, purification and enlightenment. 

It is therefore with much love in our hearts that we share this important reminder with you here 
and we encourage you to be mindful of this as you embark on this Ascended 
Pathway. What kinds of intentions are you creating today? Are your actions 
contributing to the happiness of others? How can you help others in a way 
that also brings happiness into your own heart?

As you continue to journey forwards on your Ascended Pathway, we kindly 
& lovingly ask that you reflect on these kinds of questions in your own life. 
How can you become a more loving, kind, benevolent, helpful and 
inspiring person? What is your divine purpose for being here? How can you 
serve others in a way that makes your own heart sing at the same time?

We wish you well with your internal journey towards the divine on your Ascended Pathway!
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An Introduction To Blue Light - An Ascended Pathway To Faith 
And Higher Consciousness: 
Having now provided this short overview of the beautiful Ascended Pathway that lies ahead, let us 
now return our focus to the Blue Light Series. Typically, at the beginning of each series of energies, 
the Guides normally like to bring through a message which helps to explain a little more about the 
new series of energies. 

This time though, when Gerry asked for this information for the Blue Light Series, she was simply 
guided towards understanding that Blue Light and this Ascended Pathway more generally are to be 
a much, much steeper pathway than the previous ascension pathways, as we’ve already outlined. 

Therefore, as part of these Blue Light teachings, the Guides have not brought through an  
introductory message for us to share with you here. For Marty & Gerry though, having now moved 
through all five volumes of the Blue Light energies themselves, they have understood that the main 
focus of these teachings is to formally and officially be birthed into The New Love Consciousness. 

Also, as part of this Blue Light journey, it is very important that we more deeply digest the energies 
and elements of faith, trust and surrender. For as you will see, these will all become very important 
tools to becoming a part of this New Love Consciousness.

Therefore, by not receiving a formal introduction from the Guides, we understand now that this in 
itself in a wonderful way of guiding each of us into more faith & trust. Faith and trust in the 
energies; faith and trust that everything is happening in accordance within the Divine plan. By 
surrendering ourselves up with much love in our hearts, we allow ourselves to float down the river, 
effortlessly and with much trust and faith in our final destination. And with this, we feel that this is 
a beautiful way to start the Blue Light series - with a teaching about faith, trust and surrender!

Up until this point, we understand that you have done a very significant amount of purification & 
healing work and we therefore wish to take this opportunity once again to express our deep 
gratitude for your immense dedication to these energies & practices. We bow down to your 
beautiful & loving vibration and we hope that you enjoy this Blue Light journey into the new light!

As you reach the finale of these Blue Light energies, you will be 
guided through a very beautiful Blue Star Consciousness 
Awakening. This is a truly wonderful time of realisation and 
profound insight as you are now able to walk freely into The New 
Love Consciousness. With love, faith and devotion, we trust that 
you will succeed in reaching this beautiful New Love Consciousness 
vibration and may you shine this radiant light for all! 

Finally, we wish to remind you once again that there are many 
Great Beings watching over you as you take each step on this Blue 
Light journey. They are always walking alongside you; helping you 
to heal, grow and purify as you move forwards into this new light. Although there will likely be 
more challenges and purification for you here in this series of ascended energies, please know that 
upon completion of this series, you will have finally made it into the home and energetic vibration 
of The New Love Consciousness! 

May this bring immeasurable benefit to all beings throughout all time, space, realms & dimensions!   
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An Outline Of Blue Light - An Ascended Pathway To Faith And 
Higher Consciousness: 
With much love, the Guides have provided us with a simple diagram showing the different tiers and 
volumes of the Blue Light Ascended Pathway. We share this information here with much love in the 
hope that it helps you to understand more clearly the beautiful pathway that lies ahead:
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The Unified 
Pathway Series

Pathway To  
Light Series

The Gateway 
(Volume 1)

Foundational 
Pathways

Volume 2  
(Tier 1)

Volume 3  
(Tier 2)

Volume 4  
(Tier 3)

Blue Star Consciousness 
Awakening (Volume 5)

TRANSITION PERIOD

The Blue Frontier

Blue Light 
An Ascended Pathway To Faith And Higher Consciousness

Maitrijusha  
Complete (optional)

Usui Reiki Level One 
(optional)

Usui Reiki Level Two 
(optional)
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In addition to the above summary diagram for the Blue Light, the below table will now help to 
summarise the different volumes, levels and completion timeframes for the entire Blue Light series:
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Blue Light 
 An Ascended Pathway To Faith And Higher Consciousness

Volume Name Levels Name
Minimum 

Timeframe  
To Complete

1 The Gateway

- Progressionary Phase

16 weeksPart A The Transition Period

Part B The Blue Frontier

17 days - 8 weeks rest before commencing Maitrijusha Complete (optional) OR  
14 weeks rest before commencing Volume 2 

2
Benanone -  

A Bridge To An 
Independent 

Pathway

Element 1 The Eye Of All

32 weeks
Element 2 Artichon

Element 3 Quinzone

Element 4 Hoshzonn

8 weeks rest before commencing Volume 3 

3 Pathway Of 
Truth & Faith

Element 1 OhRhyon

38 weeks
Element 2 Truth & Faith

Element 3 NitRhyon

Element 4 The Goal

4 weeks rest before commencing Volume 4

4 Rigmalon - The 
New Light  - Rigmalon - The New Light 2 ½ weeks 

(17 days)

3 months rest before commencing Volume 5

5
Blue Star 

Consciousness 
Awakening

- Blue Star Consciousness 
Awakening

7 ½ weeks 
(51 days)

Total Completion Time for Blue Light = 134 weeks (approx. 31 months or 2 ½ years) 
(+ 12 months rest & charitable work before commencing next series)
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An Introduction To Volume 1 - The Gateway: 
Having outlined the Ascended Pathway and the Blue Light pathway more 
generally, let us now introduce the first step of the journey - The Gateway. And 
here, the Guides wish to pass on the below introductory message:

“Welcome to The Gateway. With love we open our Blue Light arms to you on this most 
monumentous journey along this truly Ascended pathway. You have travelled great 
distance both energetically and physically to be at this point; the gateway into Blue Light. 

As the wording suggests, the gateway is indeed that. A gateway or opening sequence of energies to  
prepare you for the embarkation of the Blue Light pathway. The transition is indeed great into this  
steep and delicate Blue Light pathway and hence why we have chosen to break down the tiers to  
include a gateway volume. We trust that this meets your understanding as we feel ultimately that  

the leap may be too great on an already immensely steep gradient. 

The Gateway opens many doors and awakens many dormant energies within your energy body and  
soul consciousness. Although it may not seem like it at the time due to the unprecedented minimal amount  
of practices, you have now reached a level where much energetic change must happen externally (i.e that  

you are not specifically invoking yourself for example through a symbol practice). 

The changes in the Blue Light pathway will be felt immediately in Volume 1 - The Gateway as you 
 begin a more meditative style of Ascension, rather than specifically ‘practice’ based. 

In any reality however, you should indeed be most pleased about your own significant progress, for if  
you are reading this then you have indeed succeeded far beyond the level of beginner. We do trust that  

your next phases in life unfold energetically beautifully for you as you begin to blossom and shine through  
an immense amount of love and compassion. You have gained much light and shed much darkness on  

your journey to date and we are happy, most happy, to see your progress unfolding. 

Enjoy your sequencing of energies in The Gateway and allow each step to unfold as it must.  
Trust and surrender for each doorway will open far more easily without the ego being involved.  

Once again, instil faith and you shall be guided. 

Go well on your Blue Light - The Gateway pathway - and with love.  
We wish you all the great blessings from all the corners of the worlds”. 

The Blue Light Beings & Followers. 
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An Outline Of Blue Light - ‘The Gateway’ Levels & Timeframes: 
Having now read through this beautiful introductory message, let us now provide you with a simple 
overview of the practices required here for The Gateway. You will notice that these teachings are 
quite unique in the fact that the first 14 weeks of this course is a prescribed ‘rest period’:  
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Blue Light - The Gateway

Part Days Name Information

- 3 months  
(12 weeks)

‘Progressionary’ 
Phase

“No teachings but certainly not a 
resting phase”.  

This is the 3 month period after 
completing either The Unified 

Pathway To Transcending The Light 
Volume 4 - Crystal Ascension OR 

Pathway To Light - Volume 8 - The 
Grey Smoke.

A
Days 1 - 14  

(14 days / 2 weeks)
The Transition 

Period
14 day Transition period (rest).

3 days rest

B Days 18 - 31  
(14 days / 2 weeks)

The Blue Frontier

Part I - 3 days

Part II - 4 days

Part III - Dome Of Light - 3 days

Part IV - Starlit Kingdom - 3 days

Part V - Emergence - 1 day

17 days - 8 weeks rest before beginning Maitrijusha Complete OR 
14 weeks rest before beginning Volume 2

Total Time For The Gateway = 16 weeks  
(+14 weeks rest before commencing Volume 2)
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Part A - The 
Transition Period

Welcome To  
The Gateway
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Blue Light 
Volume One - The Gateway 

Part A - The Transition Period 

Welcome to The Gateway Part A - The Transition Period! 
Welcome To The Transition Period!
As you have seen from the above table, the introductory phases of The Gateway both require that 
you simply ‘rest’. In other words, having now taken three months to complete ‘The Progressionary 
Phase’ (rest period), you are now ready to move into The Transition Period (another rest period). 
And although this may seem a little odd having these rest periods, we can assure you here that there 
is indeed much required energetic transformation happening within you during these two phases!  

Although the Guides have not prescribed any individual practices for The Transition Period, the 
following information came through to Gerry as she was pondering this most important transition 
into the ascended Blue Light pathway. With much love, we now share this information with you:

“Marty and Gerry found this most precipitous time to be the hardest they have encountered yet. 
Steeped in deep purging and purification they both experienced physical and emotional trauma to a 
wide degree. Although they were not informed of this difficulty before commencing it, you however 

now have the fore-warning to expect challenges. Do not give up. You will succeed."  

"This steep pathway requires steep commitment". 

“A great manifested change is to unfold. The Blue Frontier is a blessing steeped in much reward.” 
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So again, once you have 
completed The Progressionary 
Phase (the resting time period 
after completing either The 
U n i fi e d P a t h w a y T o 
Transcending The L ight 
Volume 4 - Crystal Ascension 
OR Pathway To Light - 
Volume 8 - The Grey Smoke), 
The Transition Period begins. 
For 14 days you will have no 
teachings or symbol practices 
during this Transition Phase, 
however rest assured that 
there are certainly energies 
moving! 

Please be kind to yourself 
during this time and please 
know that you are indeed 
going through a great change 
- one that is preparing you for 
The Blue Frontier (Part B). 

We send you our deepest love & strength for these transitionary phases and we look forward to 
seeing you for the beautiful Blue Frontier!

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before you begin Part B - The Blue Frontier, please 
ensure that you have activated (unlocked) The Gateway energies prior to 
commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which 
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have 
unlocked the energies, this means that you have activated ALL the 
energies in this whole ebook specifically for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your Gateway journey by 
working through this ebook, at your own pace and receiving the 
energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked The Gateway energies for 
yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page IV of 
this ebook.
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Blue Light 
Volume One - The Gateway 

Part B - The Blue Frontier 

Welcome to The Gateway Part B - The Blue Frontier! 

Welcome To The Blue Frontier:
Having now completed the first two resting periods, we are delighted to welcome you into The Blue 
Frontier. With love, we now wish to share the introductory information received from the Guides as 
they explain the purpose and deeper meanings of these very expansive energies:
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“The Blue Frontier is an energetic adjustment zone up a steep gradient. It begins 
3 days after the completion of The Transition Period. It’s purpose is to provide a 

drastic energetic expansion over 14 days,  
fulfilling the entry requirements for tier 1 (Volume Two). 

Until now you have understood very little about the Blue Light frequency. This is because 
in its own unique and divine way it has been showered in transition and fraught with many 

transgressional challenges. However with great delight we wish to welcome you to this new energetic front, 
with thanks to a vast quantity of Elemental Beings who have eloquently conspired to change the forever. 

The exquisite fact that you are entering this zone is a remarkable feat entirely and one to which we owe great 
honour and servitude. For now we shall open many new doorways unto which no pathway has previously been 

committed. It is a great joy to see this transition unfold. We are very happy. 

Returning now to the practical affects of The Blue Frontier and one should indeed understand the hefty change 
in energetic fusion that is beginning to take place. Many energies that have been built, stored and locked away 
in your energy body will begin to break down and unassimilate - (fall apart if you wish), and begin the process 

of purgance (purging) and eliminating.  

Your physical body may shed some weight during this time as the new energies begin to 'undo' old  
Elementals and replace them with far superior versions. For those who have come from the PathwayTo Light 

Series recently perpetuating the Elementals, we wish you to know that we speak now not of the same 
Elementals, but rather of a nurturing and challenging sectitude of frequencies divined purely for the purpose of 

Elemental health and wellbeing. In simple terms this is a misunderstood energetic frequency that now brings 
collision of the past, present, future and demi-future heralding into one scientific gene or species of gene, all for 

the complete encompassing benefit of all.  

Do not be alarmed by our rather technical and uncoordinated wordings. More will follow.  
For the present time, simply understand that you are manifesting great wellness and that your 

plans for benefitting all are indeed unfolding. 

We give thanks for your epic commitment during this turmulous awakening. Go well”. 
Cianon, Epicion, Malkithon.
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2. Overview Of The Blue Frontier:
To help you on your way towards more expansion, love & growth, we have summarised The Blue 
Frontier practices here so that you can move through them more easily and with much love. You will 
again see here that other than two days of symbol practice (and a meditation on day 14), the rest of 
the two week period is ‘rest’ (whilst undergoing energetic transformations of course)! What a 
wonderfully restful way to start this Blue Light pathway! 
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The Blue Frontier

Part Days Information

I
Days 1 - 3 
(3 days) Integration Of New Energies (Rest)

II
Days 4 - 7 

(4 days)
Understanding The Change In Energies  

To A New Dimension (Rest)

III Days 8 - 10 
(3 days)

Day 1 - ‘Dome Of Light’ symbol practice

Day 2 - Rest

Day 3 - Rest

IV Days 11 - 13 
(3 days)

Day 1 - ‘Starlit Kingdom’ symbol practice

Day 2 - Rest

Day 3 - Rest

V Day 14
(1 day)

Emergence 
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3. The Blue Frontier Practices:
To help make things as easy as possible for you, we will now be providing commentary and 
instructions for completing the various practices for each of the five parts shown in the above table.

Part I: (Days 1 - 3)
During this period there is nothing that you need to do, other than be aware that there are energetic 
changes taking place from within you. These are simply rest days so all we ask here is that you be 
loving and kind to yourself!

The only information received to help explain the energetic processes happening 
in Part I was that it takes three days to complete and that it is: 

“An integration of new energies”
Part II: (Days 4 - 7)

During this second part, you are again being asked to simply rest and allow the Blue Frontier 
energies to do all the magical healing work for you. Therefore, for these three days, we are again 
asking you to be loving and kind to yourself and to open up with love & light to any new 
understandings that are emerging from within!

The Guides described this second part of The Blue Frontier as:

“Understanding the change in energies to a new dimension”
In addition, the Guides have also brought through the following message upon completion of these 
three rest days of Part two:

“You have handled this with great stride & we are most humbled 
by your continued commitment. There is not more to say”

Part III - Dome Of Light: (Days 8 - 10)
For Part 3, you are being given a new symbol to work with called ‘Dome Of Light’. Please use this 
symbol (on the next page) on the first day & then rest for the next two days. On this first day (Day 
8), please place the symbol into the Crown Chakra for 13-15 minutes. As the Guides explained:

“This is a highlighting or brightening of the effervescent qualities within you. 
Here you begin the blossoming process. We love you.”

Note: It may be helpful to stay in the meditative symbol practice for the full 15 minutes (or more) for as 
Gerry did her practice, she felt the energies drop off at 13 minutes and thought the 
process had finished, however right on the 15 minute mark a huge gold dome of 
light burst through her abdomen. This was then the end of the symbol practice. So 
perhaps you may wish to stay a few minutes longer just to ensure the process has 
been completed for you.
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Following your symbol practice on the first day (day eight) - please rest for an additional 2 days 
before moving into part IV of The Blue Frontier.

Note: Marty and Gerry found these two rest days a rather big ‘squeeze’ from the Universe, where it 
seemed that everything in their physical world just went ‘wrong’ in order to push their buttons. This 
was indeed a very powerful purification phase so they wanted to give you a heads up about this just in 
case anything like this happens for you during this time!

Part IV - Starlit Kingdom: (Days 11 - 13)
Welcome to Part four - Starlit Kingdom. The Guides welcome you here with love and with the 
following message for this part of The Blue Frontier:

“Welcome to the Starlit Kingdom. You are welcomed here  
with deep abundance and great joy. We wish you well for  

this final point of the Frontier”.
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We will again be introducing another symbol here in Part Four; ‘Starlit Kingdom’ which is to be used 
on day 1 of this part (Day 11). Please place the symbol ‘Starlit Kingdom’ into the Heart Chakra for 
13-15 minutes once on day 11 and follow this with another two days of rest in order to allow the 
energies to assimilate.

Again, during this 2 days of rest time, please know that there may be many kinds of internal energies 
stirring from within. We encourage you here to do whatever you need to here so that you can move 
through this phase with loving kindness, grace & humility.

Part V: (Day 14)
Welcome to the final Part five of The Blue Frontier where the Guides have brought through this 
contemplative message as you move into this final layer of energies:

“Emergence from The Frontier into Deep Faith and  
cumulative understanding for the greatest and infinite  

betterment of all energetic frequencies!”
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For this final part, the instructions here are somewhat different so please take a few moments here 
to read through the following information provided by the Guides before you begin. We hope you 
enjoy these beautiful energies!

“Sit in meditation for at least 1-2 hours during this day - 
you are now in some ways beyond the use of symbols  

for your practices and will now be aligning new  
frequencies through meditation. Please focus on the  
words ‘Faith’ and ‘Higher Consciousness’ during  
your meditation and do not pressure yourself to  
‘know’ but rather relax and surrender and let go.  
You will be guided - we will be there with you.”

The Blue Frontier Committee Of Faith.

Everyone will of course experience their own meditation in different ways and will gain their own 
understandings and insights into their journey forwards towards the light. However we thought it 
may be of interest here to share what Marty and Gerry experienced during this meditation.

For Gerry, she experienced a rather profound realisation that the words faith and higher 
consciousness were not something to search for externally, but rather they came from within her. It was 
as if unfolding more and more layers leads to our true essence on the inside; that part of us that IS 
faith and Higher Consciousness. Gerry also had the deep realisation for her at the time that in order to 
gain more faith and higher consciousness she had to believe in herself more. 

For Marty, this meditation brought about a deeper inner knowing that his soul essence was in fact no 
different to the essence of all things as he connected more deeply with the feelings of his own ‘higher 
consciousness’. He felt that he was being guided towards a deeper understanding of non-separation 
and oneness as he understood the intertwining nature of faith, being open to surrender 
& higher consciousness. 

After their meditations, both Marty and Gerry experienced a very, very difficult 
night on the evening of the meditation. It was one of their hardest yet, almost as if 
the Universe was giving one final ‘shove’ to push them through to the next level. 
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There was a lot of purification being experienced here, almost to the point of breaking them, 
however by lunch time the following day, the energies had moved quite profoundly to reveal some 
new deeper understanding and truths. Gerry felt stronger in herself, and in her truth as if this 
experience had helped her to become stronger and believe in herself more.

We trust that whatever you experience during this day 14 - 15 period, that it will be for your own 
highest good. If you do experience similar purification to that of Marty and Gerry, it may be of help 
to keep the phrase “Keep your eyes on the Horizon” in the back of your mind. The Guides brought 
this through to Gerry as things were very difficult, almost as if to remind her to not become bogged 
down in the purification, but rather to keep the focus on the long term goal - whatever that is for 
you. For Gerry, that is helping to free all beings from all suffering whilst for Marty, this is to help all 
beings return home to the one-ness of the Divine Creator!

 

You have now completed  
The Blue Frontier &  

Volume One - The Gateway! 

Congratulations! 
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4. You Have Now Opened A Treasure Chest - Enjoy!  
As you will already know, Love Inspiration is always delighted to offer a number of very special 
energies and divine healing tools at various points of your journey so that we can help you to tap 
into more abundance and to help make this journey more easy and more effective. 

Having now completed Volume 1 of Blue Light, it is our great pleasure to share the ‘Maitrijusha 
Complete’ energies with you here with much love. We hope that these beautiful and profound 
energies can bring you to a deeper and more intense healing light into your life! 

As the name suggests, Maitrijusha Complete is the final step in the Maitrijusha Series and these 
energies are a very significant and very special teaching. Firstly though, before moving into these 
energies, we kindly request that you have completed each of the previous three levels of the 
Maitrijusha series. If not, we invite you to now work through each of these to complete the full 
series as you feel guided.

1) Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni

2) Maitrijusha Gold Infinity

3) Maitrijusha Gold Eternity

4) Maitrijusha Complete

After completing Blue Light - Volume 1, the Guides have recommended a 14 week rest and digest 
period to help the new energies be digested. Therefore, during this next 14 weeks, we kindly suggest 
that you use this time to now receive the Maitrijusha Complete energies with love & light. 
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beautiful treasure chest which contains the energies of: 
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As you will already know, the Maitrijusha Master Level Symbol series of teachings can be used 
throughout the Ascension Pathways to help complement the higher vibratory energies being 
connected with. And although they are not compulsory, they are certainly recommended by The 
Guides and by Marty and Gerry as you continue to progress into these higher levels of consciousness. 

The Maitrijusha Complete energies were recommended by the Guides to be received after 
completing Volume 1 - The Gateway and before commencing Volume 2. These beautiful Maitrijusha 
Complete energies will help to give you a stepping stone into the Blue Light Volume 2 energies & will 
certainly help you with this important transition. It is for this reason that we would again like to 
recommend the energies of Maitrijusha Complete at this point of your journey with much love in 
our hearts.

The Maitrijusha Complete energies take approximately five weeks to finish and can be commenced 
after 11 days from the completion of ‘The Gateway’. The Guides have also recommended not waiting 
more than 2 months to begin the Maitrijusha Complete energies as these new energies need to 
“continue rolling”.

Also, if you do choose to take the Maitrijusha Complete teachings, please note that you will still 
need to wait a total time of 14 weeks between Volume 1 - The Gateway and Volume 2 - Benanone - A 
Bridge To An Independent Pathway. As explained to us, this large 14 week timeframe is important for 
the energetic accelerations and ascensions to take place. 

We hope that you will enjoy this beautiful and uplifting treasure chest and may it help to bring you 
much love, light and joy!   

5. Final Comments: 
We wish to congratulate you on your completion of the first volume of Blue Light - The Gateway! 
Having now opened the gateway to The New Love Consciousness through these practices, we invite 
you to walk across the ‘Bridge To An Independent Pathway’ as part of the volume 2 energies.  

We also wish to again pass on our humble praise and sincerest thanks for continuing to walk on this 
Ascended Pathway for the infinite benefit of all. We understand the time and dedication it takes to 
continue to ascend into higher consciousness and we are most grateful that you have chosen to 
continue raising your vibration for the betterment of all.

We sincerely hope that you have gained benefit from this first volume of Blue Light and we 
thoroughly look forward to seeing you in Volume 2 - Benanone - A Bridge To An Independent 
Pathway. As we’ve mentioned in the above section, the Volume 2 energies can be commenced after 
14 weeks from the completion of Volume 1 - The Gateway and to help explain this suggested 
timeframe in more detail, the Guides have brought through an additional message which we are 
happy to share with you on the following page.
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“This large timeframe between levels (Volume 1 & 2) is  
due to the energetic circumstances that surround the  
‘roll-through’ into the next volume of energies. Please  
be patient and trust that you will be continuing to  
undergo the energetic accelerations and ascensions 

required during this 14 week period. 

If you wish to ‘tune in’ to the changes unfolding,  
feel free to enjoy some quiet time or meditation in  
order to connect. Although this is not necessary  
however, as the energies will continue to merge,  
unfold and refold automatically within your 

consciousness and energy body.

Go well with love and many blessings. And thankyou 
again for your continued service to helping humanity 

and all beings.”

May you enjoy your new vibration over the coming weeks ahead and may you radiate out your love, 
peace & light for all to benefit from. 

If you would like a certificate for completing Blue Light - Volume 1 - The Gateway, we are delighted 
to offer you this with love for your great achievement. Simply click on the link below to be taken to 
our website where you can download a certificate for this course in PDF format. Simply print it out 
and fill it in as you wish!

We wish you well on your transition into Volume Two with love and Blue Light!

With Blue Light Blessings,
Marty & Gerry Donnelly 
Love Inspiration 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with 
love due to the humble and altruistic grace of our sponsors, 

teachers & translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and 
would like to help make them continually and freely available 
for others to heal, grow and awaken from, we lovingly invite 

you to help in the following ways: 

Sponsor an ebook 

Make a donation 

Share with others 

Become a teacher 

Translate for others 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks 
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all.  

 
Blessings & Thankyou,  

Marty & Gerry 
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all beings Ascend into Higher Consciousness for the infinite benefit of all! 
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